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Editorial 
 
The end of the protracted civil conflict in Angola brought about a significant shift 

in the geopolitical dynamics in Southern Africa and, more importantly, opened 

up interesting new spaces in the global energy sector. Angola‘s oil reserves 

have drawn the attention of many foreign energy corporations, and in recent 

years, both exploration and output of oil have intensified, significantly 

contributing to Angola‘s post-war growth, at least as far as contribution to its 

GDP is concerned. 

 

China has forged an intimate oil relationship with Angola, and over the past 

number of years large-scale investments by Chinese oil corporations have 

resulted in strong trade ties. Indeed, trade in oil is the basis of economic ties 

between the two countries today, with Angola one of China‘s most important 

trade partners on the African continent. Oil diplomacy also determines the 

character of political ties between the two countries, with both positive and 

negative outflows. 

 

This edition of The China Monitor takes stock of the nature, depth and dynamics 

of the Angola-China relationship, focusing in particular on the oil connection. 

Ana Alves, research fellow in the South African Institute of International Affairs‘ 

China in Africa Project, sets the scene by reviewing at length the recent history 

and anatomy of Chinese oil interests in the African country. Jesse Ovadia, 

affiliated to York University in Toronto, Canada, complements her analysis by 

providing an interpretation of the implications of China‘s involvement in Angola‘s 

oil industry against the backdrop of the Asian power‘s wider foreign policy 

pursuits. 

 

The determinants of China‘s Africa policy have diversified over the years, but 

there is still a keen interest by Chinese actors to be more deeply involved in 

Africa‘s extractive industries. The Angola-China relationship demonstrates some 

of the wider ramifications which China‘s energy diplomacy holds, not only for 

African countries, but also other resource-rich states. As contended by the two 

contributors to this edition of The China Monitor, there are both positive and 

negative aspects to China‘s involvement, which impact significantly on 

established patronage systems and rentier economies in the developing world. 

 

 

 

 

 

Professor Scarlett Cornelissen 

Interim Director, Centre for Chinese Studies 
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“The DRC may still be 

plagued by disease and 

absolute poverty and in the 

Eastern parts ravaged by war, 

but its mining sector is 

booming.” 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Commentary 

 

A Brief Analysis of China‟s Oil Interests in Angola1 

 

 By Ana Cristina Alves  

                                                              South African Institute of International Affairs  
                                                                                               
 
The launch of China‘s ―going out‖ policy, inspired by its expanding financial might 

and growing thirst for markets and resources, particularly oil, coincided with the end 

of the civil war in Angola in 2002, the African country‘s urge toward national 

reconstruction and a sharp rise in its crude output. This set the stage for the 

remarkable expansion in China-Angola relations seen in recent years.  

 

In less than a decade China has managed to carve out a prominent position in 

Angola‘s economy. It is, Angola‘s largest trading partner, a major source of funds 

and the largest operator in the country‘s national reconstruction project. Although not 

so evident at first sight, a closer look reveals that the oil factor pervades all aspects 

of China‘s economic engagement in Angola: oil imports account for the bulk of  

bilateral trade, credit lines for infrastructure are backed by oil and the largest share 

of Chinese investment in the country is directed towards the oil industry.  

 
Angola‟s oil industry profile 

In the last decade Angola has been the site of one of the world‘s fastest expansions 

of oil reserves, having found new deposits more than triple its proven reserves, from 

four million barrels in 1998 to 13.5 million barrels in 2008. Further expansion is 

expected in coming years as investment soars.  The scale of new ultra-deep water 

proven reserves raised Angola‘s profile from that of a medium oil producer in the 

1990s to one of today‘s most promising oil-producing countries. This has been 

matched by a sharp rise in oil output: production has more than doubled since the 

end of the Angolan conflict, from 905,000 b/d in 2002 to 1.9 bn b/d in 2008. A new 

surge in production is expected for 2010-2015 as new ultra-deep water fields come 

on stream. According to a recent report by Reuters,
2
 based on current projects 

under development and the expected decline of older wells, Angola‘s production is 

expected to swell up to 2.5 – 3 million b/d in the next five years, even if no new 

reserves are discovered. 

 

The attractiveness of the Angolan oil industry rests on the low operational costs, the 

very high exploration success rate (60% of exploration wells in 2008 struck oil
3
 - 

twice the world‘s average for ultra-deep waters), and the suitability of Angolan oil 

(medium to light crude with low sulphur grades) for China‘s refining complex, the 

second largest in the world. This is enhanced by the political stability record of the 

country since the end of the civil conflict in 2002. Further, stability prospects are 

influenced by the adoption of the new Constitution earlier this year (January 2010), 

which enables President Eduardo dos Santos to remain in power until 2020. It is 

unlikely that the oil sector will suffer any radical changes during Dos Santos‘s rule: 

his support base is largely dependent on oil revenues, and the present regulatory 

framework has been largely favoured by contractors. This stands in sharp contrast 

to, for instance, Nigeria, where the current oil bill revision is causing a bit of a stir 

among international oil companies (IOCs). 

―The attractiveness of the 

Angolan oil industry rests 

on the low operational 

costs, the very high 

exploration success rate 

and the suitability of 

Angolan oil for China‘s 

refining complex.‖ 
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―Trade figures can be said to 

be the most striking trait of 

contemporary bilateral 

relations between Angola 

and China.‖ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  
This favourable framework has fuelled large investments to Angola over the past 

decade, and since 2008 Angola has been competing with Nigeria for the position of 

the largest oil producer in Sub-Saharan Africa. Although Nigeria‘s reserves and 

output capacities are much larger, it has seen its production fall in recent years due 

to instabilities in the Niger Delta. As such, foreign investment in Angola is expected 

to rise significantly in coming years and as a result, according to an EIA analyst, 

Angola is expected to become Africa‘s largest oil producer by 2014.
4
      

 

Although onshore exploration (particularly in Cabinda) is set to benefit from the 

peaceful setting and to expand in coming years, the bulk of Angolan oil production is 

expected to remain concentrated offshore in deep and ultra-deep waters in the 

northern Congo basin. 

 

Even though oil production in Angola remains dominated by major western oil 

corporations (Chevron-Texaco, Total, BP), Luanda has in recent years seen a 

growing share of its oil exports going to Asia (38% in 2008), with China accounting 

for the bulk of it (29%). The second regional destination of Angolan oil in 2008 was 

North America (US and Canada, 33%), with the US alone accounting for 24%. The 

rest of Angolan oil is going to Europe (18%), South America (7%) and Africa (4%).
5
 

 

In line with its diversification strategy, Luanda has also been seeking to branch out 

its oil partnership portfolio in recent years. Part of this strategy included two licensing 

rounds (2005/2006 and in 2007/2008) that focused in small and marginal fields as 

well as onshore exploration. Its aim was to attract newcomers such as Indian, 

Chinese and Japanese companies that lack the technology in deep sea exploration. 

 

The oil prominence in bilateral trade 

Trade figures can be said to be the most striking trait of contemporary bilateral 

relations between Angola and China. Bilateral trade reached US$25.3 billion in 

2008, up from US$1billion in 2002
6
. In 2006 Angola displaced South Africa as 

China‘s major trading partner in Africa. Bilateral trade with Luanda accounted for 

nearly a quarter of Beijing‘s trade with the continent in 2008. Although in 2009 

China-Angola trade dropped to US$17 billion, recent developments show that trade 

flows between the two countries have resumed their former path having registered 

an expansion of 144% (imports from Angola alone rose by 215%) in the first 

trimester of 2010 in relation to the same period in the previous year.
7
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not surprisingly the lion‘s share of bilateral trade is composed by Chinese oil 

imports, which in 2008 represented 88% (US$22.3bn) of bilateral trade volume. In 

2007 China became Angola‘s major oil destination
1
 absorbing 26.3% of its total 

export value, against 24% going to the US.
8
 China‘s share has expanded to 29% in 
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2008 while US‘s share was maintained at the same level.
9
 Moreover, China-Angola 

trade relations are reaching a dramatic level of interdependency. Although in 2009 

oil exports to China declined in value (US$14.7bn) as a result of the combined 

impact of the oil price plunge and the cuts in production imposed by OPEC, in 

terms of import volume there was actually an increase., Angola represented 57% of 

the volume of Chinese oil imports from Africa in that same year and 15.5% of its 

global volume of oil imports, placing Luanda as China‘s second largest supplier 

after Saudi Arabia (19.8%).
10

 

 

The phenomenal rise in bilateral trade is thus a direct consequence of the rapid 

expansion of China‘s oil imports from Angola, which clearly places the oil factor as 

the driving force behind China-Angola thriving trade flows.  

 

Infrastructure-for-oil loans 

Chinese credit lines to Angola emerged in a particularly favourable framework 

when Luanda was facing difficulties to raise funding for its reconstruction after the 

end of the civil conflict. At the time all countries approached by Luanda demanded 

an improvement in relations with the IMF. In mid-2003 the Chinese government 

proposed a concessional loan to fund the Angolan government‘s public 

infrastructure programme,
11

 subsequent to which the EXIM Bank signed three 

credit lines (2004 -2007) with Luanda, totalling US$4.5 billion.
12

 The deal was tied 

to the procurement of goods and the participation of contractors from China (70%); 

had no conditions attached (such as improvements in transparency and 

democracy); offered more favourable terms than regular commercial loans (namely 

interest rate and repayment conditions); and was to be partly repaid in oil (initially 

10,000 b/d but increased to 40,000 b/d in 2009). EXIM Bank credit lines are jointly 

managed on a project basis by Angola‘s Ministry of Finance and the Chinese 

Ministry of Commerce in a fairly transparent way. 

 

Another credit line from a private Chinese fund based in Hong Kong (China 

International Fund, (CIF)) emerged in 2004, having allegedly disbursed US$2.9bn 

(2005-2007).
13

 This credit line was apparently contracted on similar terms to the 

EXIM Bank one and is also secured by oil. It is being directed to major 

infrastructure projects under the National Reconstruction Office (GRN, which 

resorts directly under the presidency). These projects include the rehabilitation of 

the three existing railways, the new international airport and mega-housing 

projects. In recent years the CIF & GRN partnership has become known for the 

opacity of its financial records and project management, but also for the difficulties 

it has experienced in raising pledged funds since late 2007. The latter forced 

Luanda to issue short-term debt titles to resume works. Despite Beijing‘s efforts to 

distance itself from CIF, the private fund debacle has had a negative impact on 

China‘s image and interests in Angola. This situation has been complicated by the 

fact that most of the companies hired to undertake projects funded by CIF are the 

same ones working for projects under the EXIM Bank credit lines, i.e. they are 

Chinese State-Owned Enterprises.  

 

The global economic crisis had an adverse effect in Angola‘s funding diversification 

strategy since credit became scarcer in international financial markets and the oil 

price plunge substantially cut back Angolan oil revenue, which is estimated to have 

contracted by 39% in 2009.
14

 This financial contraction and Luanda‘s urge to 

sustain the pace of the large infrastructure programme for political and economic 

reasons, placed China in a unique position to reinforce its stance in Angola as a 

development funds provider, and at the same time to ‗clean up‘ its image after the 

© Centre for Chinese Studies, University of Stellenbosch; All Rights Reserved  
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―The global economic crisis had 

an adverse effect in Angola‘s 

funding diversification strategy 

since credit became scarcer in 

international financial markets 

and the oil price plunge 

substantially cut back Angolan 

oil revenue.” 
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CIF debacle. It was in this context that agreements for three new official Chinese 

credit lines were signed in late 2009:  EXIM Bank (US$6 billion), Industrial and 

Commercial Bank of China (ICBC, US$2.5 billion) and China Development Bank 

(CDB, US$1.5 billion). Although CDB credit line is apparently not backed by oil and 

is directed towards agriculture, the bulk of the new loans (EXIM Bank and ICBC 

credit lines) are oil-backed (allegedly 100,000 b/d and 40,000 b/d, respectively) and 

targeted at infrastructure.
15

  

 

The combined figure of the new loans ascends to US$10bn, which, added to the 

previous US$ 4.5bn of Eximbank, makes up a total sum of US$14.5bn in public 

funding from China, which will be the largest in Africa when disbursed.  

 

Chinese investment in the oil industry 

Sinopec acquired its first stake in an Angolan oil block in mid 2004. The stake in 

question is 50% of oil block 18 which was sold by Shell to India‘s ONGC Videsh.
16

 In 

the wake of the first EXIM Bank credit line (March 2004), Sonangol
17

 exercised its 

preemption rights to sell the block to Sonangol Sinopec International (SSI), a newly 

formed joint venture between the two national oil companies in which Sinopec holds 

a 55% share.  

 

The fact that China was then enjoying the favour of the Angolan elite by means of a 

very timely and generous credit line explains to a great extent the expansion of 

Sinopec‘s equity in the licensing round that followed (2005-2006). In May 2006, SSI 

was attributed three stakes in some of the most disputed new ultra deepwater 

blocks: 20% in block 15/06; 27.5% in block 17/06; and 40% in block 18/06. 

According to Wood Mackenzie the bids paid for during this round were at the time 

the highest ever offered for oil acreage anywhere in the world.
18

 The bidding level 

had allegedly been pushed up by China which offered US$2.2bn for the acquisition 

of blocks 17/06 and 18/06 (it remains unclear how much SSI paid for its stake on 

block 15/06).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

―The fact that China was then 

enjoying the favour of the 

Angolan elite by means of a 

very timely and generous credit 

line explains to a great extent 

the expansion of Sinopec‘s 

equity in the licensing round 

that followed.‖ 
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Sonangol-Sinopec relationship, however, soured soon after, following the collapse in 

early 2007 of a project to jointly build a new refinery in Lobito which was attached to 

the awarding of these blocks.
19

 Sinopec underestimated, however, the impact this 

episode would have on bilateral relations in such a highly centralized and 

voluntarism-oriented political environment, especially in a high oil price context. This 

was confirmed in late 2007 by Sinopec‘s intention to relinquish the shares awarded 

in 2006, the separate bid Sinopec placed for the 2007/2008 oil licensing round 

(which has been frozen) and the failed attempt in 2009 to buy 20% stake in block 

32.
20

   

 

Despite this setback, and although Sinopec‘s position in the oil sector in Angola is 

still negligible when compared to those of the major western oil corporations, the 

company‘s accomplishments in only five years have been quite remarkable when 

considered that it is a latecomer and that it lacks the ultra-deep water drilling 

technology and expertise of its western competitors. Sinopec‘s achievements are 

even more striking when compared to its Asian counterparts who have been trying to 

access acreage in Angola for a longer time period with very limited success.
21

 

Nevertheless, Sinopec has still a long way to go in order to consolidate its position in 

the industry since its acreage is still tiny in the overall picture and most of its assets 

are yet to start producing.  

 

Conclusion 

Even though China managed to become Angola‘s largest oil buyer in less than a 

decade (almost from scratch), it is still struggling to consolidate a position in that 

sector. The context surrounding Sinopec‘s venture in the Angolan oil industry clearly 

shows the intertwining of the political backing and the extension of credit lines by the 

Chinese state and the NOC‘s oil acreage acquisitions in 2004 and 2006. Despite the 

initial success, the souring of relations following the Sonaref episode unveiled the 

volatility of this elite-based approach in the context of Luanda‘s highly centralized 

institutional state structure. This is particularly so in a milieu of high oil prices.  

 

Proving its determination to consolidate its stakes in the Angolan oil sector, Sinopec 

has since then pursued more market-oriented strategies to expand its oil assets in 

the country, namely by venturing on its own in new licensing rounds (2008, separate 

bid from SSI as an operator); by attempting to buy equity relinquished by companies 

divesting in the sector; and by joining efforts with other Chinese NOCs (e.g. the 

failed attempt to buy Marathon‘s stake in block 32 in 2009 with CNOOC). 

 

The oil price crash in late 2008 and the subsequent dramatic contraction of cash flow 

in Luanda‘s coffers throughout 2009 and with which it is still struggling (2010), has 

again turned the balance in favour of cash loaded China. The fact that Angolan 

President dos Santos visited Beijing twice in the  second half of 2008
22

 (his previous 

visit having been in 1998) is a clear sign of this. This new reality has opened a 

window for Beijing‘s economic statecraft to step in again and try to overcome 

Sinopec‘s current standoff in Angola. In this context the expected resumption in early 

2011 of the oil bid frozen in 2008 in which Sinopec is pre-qualified as an operator 

(and SSI as a non-operator)
23

 represents a golden opportunity for it to expand its oil 

equity in Angola. Moreover, Addax Petroleum, which Sinopec acquired in June 2009 

for over US$7bn,
24

 is also part of this list as an operator which increases Sinopec‘s 

chances of getting operator equity in Angola.  

 

 

―Even though China managed 

to become from scratch 

Angola‘s largest oil buyer in 

less than a decade, it is still 

struggling to consolidate a 

position in that sector.‖ 
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In addition to attempting to save China‘s face after CIF debacle, the new credit lines 

in the making may thus be also interpreted as a means to boost Angola‘s good-will in 

the wake of a new oil licensing bid, a clear attempt to replicate the successful 

formula implemented in 2004 when the first Chinese credit line opened the door for 

Sinopec to Angola. Luanda‘s official policy stance on this, however, has been to 

decouple Chinese loans from access to oil equity, allegedly owing to China‘s limited 

expertise and technological skills in deepwater drilling.  

 

Against this background two main questions arise: whether Luanda will be able to 

keep the new Chinese loans separate from its participation in the oil sector, and if 

not, whether China will be able to access relevant equity in the most disputed 

deepwater blocks. An educated guess is that this new wave of Chinese credit lines 

will probably secure Sinopec some acreage in this bidding; however, this will most 

likely be onshore or marginal deepwater blocks. In sum, due to technological 

hurdles, Sinopec‘s expansion in Angola‘s oil industry will remain for the foreseeable 

future largely reliant on Beijing‘s financial and diplomatic backing, for influence over 

which Luanda relies on the volatile cycle of oil prices.  
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Policy Watch 
 

 

China in Africa: A „Both/And‟ Approach to Development 
and Underdevelopment wit Reference to Angola  
 
  

By Jesse Salah Ovadia,   

 York University,  
Toronto, Canada 

 
 

Visitors to Luanda cannot help but be immediately confronted with the massive scale 

of ongoing Chinese infrastructure and construction projects.
1
 Around the world, 

headline-grabbing announcements proclaim the vast amounts of Chinese investment 

in Angola and the new importance of the country - which currently alternates on a 

monthly basis with Saudi Arabia as China‘s top supplier of crude oil - for China‘s 

energy security. For these reasons, Angola has attracted a great deal of scholarly 

attention from those who wish to investigate the role of China in Africa. Analyses 

generally fall on a continuum between two divergent positions. On one extreme, 

―China threat‖ theory, popular among some conservative elements in the United 

States, sees China as exploitative and invokes claims of a new imperialist scramble 

for Africa. Conversely, theorists of what Giovanni Arrighi calls China‘s ―peaceful rise‖ 

view Chinese engagement as a boon for the continent.
2
  

 

The two extreme positions and their role in American foreign policy have been widely 

commented upon in academic literature on China in Africa. For example, Kweku 

Ampiah and Sanusha Naidu outline two views of China in Africa. The first is 

concerned with colonialist resonances of China‘s engagement with Africa in which 

China‘s role is characterized as exploitative, extractive, destructive, and deleterious 

to achieving ―good governance‖ and democratic state building. The authors label this 

view ―second scramble theory,‖ ―threat theory,‖ or ―yellow peril.‖
 
Ampiah and Naidu‘s 

second category consists of proponents of what they call ―benign engagement,‖ who 

to see China‘s engagement with Africa as a catalyst for development.
3
  

 

The placement of a particular analysis on the ―threat/benefit continuum‖ often 

depends on the author‘s point of view on a few key concepts that will be outlined 

below. To argue either extreme is to take either with a pro-Western or pro-China 

position. Most sophisticated analyses – particularly analyses that claim to take an 

―African view‖ – tend to reject the dichotomous understanding and instead fall 

somewhere in the middle. Clearly, the context of the African locale used in the case 

and the sector of the economy that is being investigated, are important variables in 

determining exactly how a particular analysis is formed.  

 

The Angolan case is most often selected due to the depth of Chinese engagement. It 

is particularly useful for wider generalizations in other cases where China is engaged 

in significant natural resource extraction. However, Angola can be used, within 

certain limits, to reach broader conclusions about China in sub-Saharan Africa. This 

paper interrogates the key concepts at the centre of the ‗divide‘ between positions 

mentioned above – not to take a centrist position, but rather to suggest that China 

represents for Africa both a new imperialism and a new model of development.
4
 

Below, I will argue that a more complete picture of African development and 

underdevelopment can be reached by accepting the propositions of both extreme 
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standpoints are fundamentally correct, though not necessarily interchangeable. 

 

New Scramble for African Resources 

 
The term ―new scramble‖ has been popularized in journalistic accounts of China‘s 

engagement with Africa,
5
 but is also found in a wide variety of academic literature.

6
 

Particularly applicable to China‘s presence in Angola, although it has other 

significant natural resource wealth, a second key concept is the notion of an ―oil 

boom‖ in Africa‘s Gulf of Guinea region.
7
   

 

The extent of the offshore reserves in the Gulf of Guinea is still unknown. Only a few 

years ago, the technology to perform deepwater drilling was prohibitively expensive. 

New technology has been central to making exploration and extraction of Africa‘s 

offshore oil feasible. Africa‘s current reserves of 76.7 billion barrels of oil (7.2 percent 

of the world total) are larger than North America‘s (54.2 billion barrels) and Eastern 

Europe and the Former Soviet Union (58.4 billion barrels). West Africa alone had 46 

billion barrels by the mid-point of the current decade. With more exploration 

underway, this was expected to jump to 100 billion by 2007.
8
 Additionally, as a quick 

peruse of oil and gas industry magazines and publications
9
 will attest to, there is a 

large potential for new finds—especially in the crustaceous basin, where Ghana‘s 

Jubilee field is located, and in the pre-salt, which is yet to be drilled. This leaves 

many industry insiders expecting that Angola‘s oil will last far longer than one would 

assume by comparing current reserves with forecasted production.
10 11

 

 

New Imperialism in Africa 

 

Africa‘s resources are particularly attractive to foreign states in need of oil, given that 

90 percent of the world‘s untapped conventional oil reserves are owned by states 

and 75 percent of the known reserves are in states that exclude or sharply limit 

outside investment in oil.
12

 In an interview I conducted with an American diplomat in 

Angola – carried out as part of a wider research project - he repeatedly denigrated 

the quality of Chinese infrastructure projects in the country and argued that the 

Chinese ―don‘t have any interests here other than resource extraction.‖
13

 Although 

this may seem like as good a definition of imperialism as any, the state department 

official in question suggested a different term: ―It‘s plain and simple. They are just 

here for the resources. They are not interested in the country‘s well-being, only in 

extracting what they need economically. Its mercantilist, not imperialist.‖ The 

distinction suggests China‘s interest is not political and does not aim to extend the 

country‘s global sphere of influence. However, as any ‗China threat‘ theorist would 

immediately recognize, due to its strategic significance, one cannot regard oil to be 

the equivalent of any other commodity. It is thus difficult to consider the importance 

of oil purely in an economic sense.
14

 

 

The diplomat went on to insist that the United States espouses a much more holistic 

set of interests than China: ―Yes, Angola is the sixth largest supplier of oil to the 

U.S., but that is not the sum total of our relationship. We still promote democracy 

and human rights, and our goal is free, secure, and peaceful relationship with Iraq—I 

mean Angola.‖  

 

Regardless of whether it involves securing direct political control or not, the new 

scramble for natural resources in Africa suggests a need to review contemporary 

theories of imperialism. To properly theorize imperialism, it is necessary to turn to 

the rich body of scholarship on what has come to be called ―the new imperialism.‖ 

New imperialism articulates a critical approach to studying capitalist accumulation 
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and neo-colonial or imperial relations between North (or West) and South, focusing 

on the creation of America‘s informal empire. Like other literature on the new 

imperialism, David Harvey‘s work is concerned with the U.S., Europe and global 

capitalism. However, it also raises questions about China and a new era of inter-

imperialist rivalry.
15

 Harvey‘s work builds on a rich tradition of critical scholarship on 

imperialism and its relation to underdevelopment. For Harvey, the key concept for 

understanding the new imperialism is ―accumulation by dispossession,‖ which 

describes a continuing process present in modern capitalism, but also in the origins 

of capitalist development, of colonial, neo-colonial and imperial processes of 

accumulation. Today, accumulation by dispossession occurs within advanced and 

peripheral capitalist countries and between the Global North and South.
16  

 

The Resource Curse 

 

Petroleum‘s centrality to the modern capitalist economy and its scarcity make it a 

uniquely valuable strategic resource. The resource curse (also called the ―paradox of 

plenty‖)
 17

 describes both a situation in which resource-rich countries paradoxically 

suffer from low growth in other sectors of the economy (‗Dutch disease‘), as well as 

a large distortion between their Gross Domestic Product and the quality of life 

afforded to their citizens.
18

 Other mal-effects of the curse include issues of 

transparency, gross inequality, and, for some scholars, increased likelihood of 

violent conflict.
 19

 
20

 

 

The resource curse problematic has led several scholars to question how the oil 

boom can be of benefit to Africa.
21

 The implications of the resource curse must be 

understood not in a deterministic way, but at best, if stock is to be put in it, as a 

tendency in resource-rich countries. As Alfredo Saad Filho has argued in his 

discussion of the subject, ―the ‗curse‘ is the outcome of–rather than the background 

for–economic policy decisions.‖
22

 This is a key theoretical distinction if one is to be 

able to envision meaningful development taking place. 

 

A New Moment for Angola and for China in Africa 

 

It seems clear that there is today a new geopolitical context, one in which Africa finds 

itself at the centre of a scramble for resources. In this new moment, the concept of 

imperialism is still highly relevant, however previous theories about imperialism and 

the resource curse, as well as much current knowledge about the oil sector, 

development, ‗good governance,‘ and African political economy in general may have 

to be revisited to understand completely changed dynamics of power in the Gulf of 

Guinea region.
23

 

 

Extraction under conditions of a new scramble in which China‘s massive new 

engagement is a factor represents a new moment for Angola the Gulf of Guinea. The 

international community caught on to just how serious a player China was becoming 

in 2005 when China provided a US$ 2 billion credit facility to fund Angola‘s post-war 

reconstruction. It followed that up with a second US $2 billion loan and a further US 

$500 million. Countless essays have enumerated the massive scope of further aid, 

trade, and investment from China to Angola.
24

 Rather than focusing on the size of 

these massive initiatives, the political economy of China in Angola begins with the 

simple question of asking who benefits from them and what effect China is having on 

Angolan development/underdevelopment.
25

 

 

Angolans are keenly aware of the positives and negatives of China‘s role in its post- 

war reconstruction. The almost exclusive use of Chinese labour, Chinese firms 
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(including subcontractors), and Chinese materials in projects financed by Exim Bank, 

- despite provisions that thirty percent of the value of the contracts will go to Angolan 

firms - is the first obvious factor, along with the lack of significant technology transfer 

from Chinese investment. This is supplemented by a good dose of scepticism about 

which government officials may be privately benefitting from the opaque deals with 

China.  

 

On the one hand, the roads, bridges, and other infrastructure being built are sorely 

needed in a country devastated by decades of war, while investments in schools and 

hospitals are investments in Angolan‘s human capacity. China‘s new role in Angola 

has brought the financing needed for the country‘s reconstruction and significant 

investment has been made in key sectors of the economy. Journeys that once took 

most of a day can now be completed in a few hours and neighbourhoods are being 

connected to national power grids for the first time. Chinese assistance is having a 

real impact on people‘s everyday lives—not only through their credit facilities but 

also through cheap access to scooters, electric generators, and countless other 

products that have increased the average person‘s buying power and standard of 

living.  

 

Through the Angolan Ministry of Finance, details were made available about the 

public works undertaken with financing from China Exim Bank and completed prior 

to the 2008 national election.
26

 The projects included several large irrigation projects, 

electrification projects, and construction of several new health clinics, hospitals, 

schools, polytechnics, and agricultural institutes. Although the government has been 

less transparent since the election in updating the data, there is little doubt that the 

projects are having a major impact on the country. Concerns remain over the 

implementation of the project; and the key concern is over wasteful spending. 

Stories of wasteful spending abound in Angola. Some of the worst examples are in 

the government programmes to promote industry, agriculture, and fisheries, which 

often fail due to a large-scale modernizationist approach that went out of style 

decades ago. However, in a country that is defined by a system what Steve Kibble 

has called ―the ―the politics of disorder,‖
27

 elites, defined by their relationship to 

presidential patronage, are the main beneficiaries of government investment.  

 

 

Conclusion 

 

―China‖ is not one actor in Angola but many. This is part of what allows a ‗both/and‘ 

answer to the question of the effect of China‘s involvement in the country. China 

represents a potential solution to many of Angola‘s most pressing needs while it 

reinforces some of the most objectionable practices of its elites. Unlike in a previous 

era of imperialism, China‘s engagement with Africa offers a potential benefit. Angola 

can and does share in a rent-surplus extracted from its natural wealth. While it would 

be foolish to suggest such extraction does not involve both dispossession and 

degradation, it would also be foolish to ignore the potential of that surplus for one of 

the most underdeveloped countries in the world.  

 

As the Angolan case demonstrates, surplus appropriation and dispossession are at 

their worst in oil-economies. The accumulation of wealth by the Angolan elite has so 

altered the balance of power in Angola that civil society is struggling to push for the 

redistribution that would allow the majority of the population to share in that wealth in 

a meaningful way. This moment for Angola and for Africa is pregnant with the 

possibility of significant economic growth and development—a possibility that has 

not seemed as real to many of its citizens for many years. The important question, 
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being asked over and over again by Angola‘s small yet determined civil society 

organizations, is to whom those beneficial results will accrue. 

 

China‘s engagement with Africa has created situations both of mutually beneficial 

cooperation and of exploitation. It is through the operation of this premise, 

exemplified in the Angolan case but visible throughout sub-Saharan Africa, that a 

new moment can be imagined and understood—as both a moment of opportunity 

and of dispossession. 
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Business Briefs 

The Business Briefs section summarises key events regarding China‟s economy during the month of August 

 
China and Rio Tinto complete Guinea mining deal  
Mining giant Rio Tinto has completed a US$ 1.35 
billion deal with Chinese firm Chalco to enter a joint 
venture in West Africa. The agreement follows a 
Memorandum of Understanding between Rio and 
Chalco's parent company Chinalco in March. The 
venture will develop Rio's Simandou iron ore project in 
Guinea. Rio's ties with Beijing became strained when 
four of its workers in China were arrested last year, 
suspected of commercial espionage and taking bribes.  
 

China‟s Geely 
completes Volvo 
buy China's Geely 
recently completed 
its purchase of Ford 
Motor Co's Volvo 
unit, marking 
China's biggest 

acquisition of a foreign car maker and reflecting the 
nation's rapid rise in the auto world. Zhejiang Geely, 
parent of Hong Kong-listed Geely Automobile said it 
paid US$ 1.3 billion in cash and issued a US$ 200 
million loan note to Ford. That represents $300 million 
less than the earlier headline of $1.8 billion, but Ford 
said it would get a further "true-up" payment later in 
the year. With the deal now done, the real challenge 
for Geely will lie ahead as it aims to restore Volvo to 
long-term profits.  
 
China plans “Straddling Bus” Instead of spending 
millions to widen roads, the Shenzhen Huashi Future 
Parking Equipment company is developing a "3D 
Express Coach" (also called a "three-dimensional fast 
bus") that will allow cars less than 2 meters high to 
travel underneath the upper level carrying passengers. 
China Hush, which has nicknamed the project 

"Straddling Bus" said 
the model looks like a 
subway or light-rail 
train. Powered by 
electricity and solar 
energy, the bus can 
speed up to 60 km/h 
carrying 1200-1400 
passengers at a time 
without blocking other 
vehicles' way.  

 
Beijing claims 'indisputable sovereignty' over 
South China Sea The Chinese military recently 
declared that China had "indisputable sovereignty" 
over the South China Sea but insisted it would  
 

 
continue to allow others to freely navigate one of the 
busiest waterways in the world.  The statement by the 
People's Liberation Army seemed designed to reiterate 
China's claims to the  
entire 1.3 million-square-mile waterway while calming 
concerns in Washington and Asian capitals that its 
policy toward the region had suddenly become 
significantly more aggressive.  
 
China coal mine blast 
leaves 15 dead Fifteen 
people were killed in a 
coal mine blast in 
northern China - the 
second major industrial 
accident to hit the 
country recently. The 
explosion happened at 
the Liugou coal mine near Linfen city in the northern 
province of Shanxi. Xinhua news reported that 15 
people were killed which occurred inside a mine 
dormitory. Local authorities launched rescue 
operations in trying to reach workers who might have 
been trapped inside the room.  
 
China Pulls the Plug on 2000 Factories Venture 
capitalists in the US may swear at government 
regulations, but Congress's tightening measures are 
child's play compared to the lengths China's willing to 
go to implement public policy. In an effort to meet 
energy efficiency goals, China's government this week 
ordered more than 2,000 factories across 18 industries 
to close or face being barred from obtaining bank 
loans, exporting credits, having business licenses and 
land. The move followed an announcement earlier by 
China's Prime Minister Wen Jiabao, who promised to 
use an ―iron hand‖ to improve energy efficiency.  
Sachs said in a research note today, lowering its full-
year projection to 10.1 % from 11.4 %. 
 
Venezuela pairs China 
debt with US$ 20 
billion oil accord 
Venezuela, the largest 
oil producer in South 
America, is shipping 
200,000 barrels a day 
of oil to China to repay 
US$ 20 billion of debt 
borrowed from the 
Asian nation to finance power, agriculture and 
technology projects. The OPEC member, planning to 
ramp up China shipments to 1 million barrels a day by 
2012, is selling oil at market prices to repay the 10- 

xhinuanet.com 
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year loan. Shipments to repay the cash represent half 
Venezuela‘s daily crude exports to China. Venezuela 
is tapping Asian nations that need crude to fuel growth 
in their fast-growing economies for cash. President 
Hugo Chavez is seeking funds to restructure the 
country‘s economy to provide more jobs for the poor 
and address power shortages.  
 

China stress tests 
help banks as 
bubble risks grow 
China‘s planned 
stress tests may help 
the nation‘s banks 
weather a possible 
slump in asset prices 
after lending surged to 
record levels, 

according to Fitch Ratings. The China Banking 
Regulatory Commission has told lenders to conduct 
stress tests to gauge the impact of residential property 
prices falling as much as 60%, a person with 
knowledge of the matter said. The move underscores 
concerns that last year‘s record US$1.4 trillion of loans 
may have fuelled a bubble in property prices, which 
rose 11.4% in June from a year earlier. 
  
China 9-month bills draw more bank bids on loan 
curbs China‘s auction of nine-month treasury bills 
recently had the highest bid-to-cover ratio of the year, 
reflecting strong demand from banks seeking returns 
after the government restricted lending to help contain 
inflation. The People‘s Bank of China said inflation 
risks persist, though these are limited by slowing credit 
growth, stabilizing commodity prices and ―abundant‖ 
domestic manufacturing capacity.  
. 

China will keep 
rapidly urbanizing 
for "some time yet 
China will continue its 
policy of rapid 
urbanization for 
"some time yet," as it 
was crucial for 

economic 
restructuring as well 

as stable and relatively fast economic growth, a 
government official said recently. Peng Sen, deputy 
director of the National Development and Reform 
Commission, made the remarks at a conference in 
Haikou, capital of the southern Hainan Province, 
adding that 46.6% of China's population lived in urban 
areas by 2009.  
 
China's biggest chip maker posts first net profit in 
3 years Thirteen turned out to be a lucky number for 
Semiconductor Manufacturing International 
Corporation (SMIC), which recently reported a net 
profit for the second quarter, its first in thirteen straight  

 
quarters.  China's chip makers have struggled not only 
due to the global recession but also because many 
have entered the contract chip manufacturing business 
against incumbents such as Taiwan Semiconductor 
Manufacturing Company (TSMC), which have 
vigorously, defended their turf. A rebound in global 
chip sales this year has helped lift chip makers around 
the world. SMIC's net profit in the second quarter was 
US$ 96.03 million, compared to a loss of US$ 98.2 
million during the same quarter last year. Revenue 
rose 42.5% to US$ 381.1 million. The last time SMIC 
reported a net profit was in the first quarter of 2007, 
when it earned US$ 8.76 million.  
 
 
China fund raises finance to 
match Liverpool asking price 
The Chinese government fund 
represented by Kenny Huang 
has recently been raising 
precisely the amount of cash 
required to finance a bid for 
Liverpool Football Club. 
Sources recently confirmed that the China Investment 
Corporation, the sovereign wealth fund to the world's 
most populous nation, is the organization being fronted 
by Huang interested in bidding for Liverpool.  
 
China Mobile and 
Xinhua to build search 
engine China Mobile and 
Xinhua News Agency 
have signed an 
agreement to establish a 
new Internet search 
engine company, Xinhua 
reported recently.  The 
two companies are intent on building a new search 
engine, but no further details were given by Xinhua, 
which is a state-controlled media agency. China 
Mobile, the country's largest mobile operator, could not 
be reached for immediate comment.  
 
China offers US$ 4 million in cash and equipment 
to help Russia fight wildfires China recently pledged 
about US$ 4 million in cash and equipment to help 
Russia combat deadly wildfires that have claimed at 
least 52 lives, joining an expanding international aid 
effort.  The Chinese Commerce Ministry reported that 
US$ 1 million would be given in cash and US$ 2.95 
million in humanitarian relief supplies.   
 
China Mobile pins hopes on new chief and new 
services China Mobile is banking on a leadership 
change and value-added services to re-ignite its 
growth over the long term, even as the potential sale of 
a US$ 7.2 billion stake in the company held by 
Vodafone becomes a new short-term threat. China  
Mobile, the world‘s biggest mobile carrier based on 
subscribers, reported recently that its long-time chief  
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executive, Wang Jianzhou, 61, was stepping down and 
would be succeeded by the company‘s vice president, 
Li Yue, 51, a change that paves the way for younger 
leadership at the company. 

 
China solar projects 
draw interest from 50 
companies China‘s 
effort to double its 
capacity to produce 
solar power has 
attracted project bids by 
50 companies, ranging 
from nuclear plant 

operators to circuit-breaker makers, one of the 
participants said. The tender process has generated 
135 offers to build and run solar plants in six 
provinces, including from China Guangdong Nuclear 
Power Group Co., the nation‘s second-biggest atomic 
plant builder, according to Qiu Zhanwei, vice-director 
of Beijing-based solar-module maker Astronergy, 
which also has bid.  
 
Foreign diplomats hail Chinese six-decade 
international aid  Foreign diplomats recently spoke 
highly of China's six decades of aid to foreign 
countries, as an exhibition was held in Beijing to 
commemorate China's international aid efforts. The 
exhibition, which was launched on 12 August, 
showcased the country's international aid efforts in 
areas such as infrastructure, agriculture, medical 
treatment, industrial development, environmental 
protection, culture and education. The exhibition 
attracted more than 100 foreign diplomats.  
  

China will produce 
15 million Green 
Energy Cars in 2020 
China‘s annual 
production of clean 
energy automobiles, 
including electric cars, 
hybrid energy 
vehicles, hydrogen 
fuel cell cars and solar 

cars, will increase to 15 million units by 2020, a 
Chinese  newspaper recently reported. According to 
the Shanghai-based Xinmin Evening Post, China‘s 
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) 
has worked out a blueprint for the nation‘s new energy 
car industry in the next ten years. MIIT will soon submit 
the blueprint to the nation‘s State Department for final 
approval. China will be the Largest Clean Energy Cars 
Market in the World.  
 
International Silver Conference in China in October 
The China International Silver Conference (CISC) will 
be held in Beijing during the month of October. This 
annual event in China has become one of the most 
important forums for market participants to discuss  

 
trends and important developments in the global silver 
market. "China is the world's third largest silver 
producing country, and its prominence in the market 
makes attendance at this conference essential for 
those wishing to do business in China," stated Michael 
DiRienzo, Executive Director of the Silver Institute.  
 
Chinese government 
ensures resettlement 
for mudslide-affected 
people in NW China 
county  Food, clothing 
and shelter supplies for 
the mudslide-affected 
people in Zhouqu 
County in northwest 
China's Gansu 
Province are to be properly handled, the Ministry of 
Civil Affairs said Tuesday. The affected people will be 
helped by the government to reconstruct their homes, 
the ministry said in a statement. China's Ministry of 
Finance has allocated US$ 73 million for emergency 
aid to fund the relief efforts.  
 
Dairy companies face new questions in China  
Mounting questions about abnormal hormone levels in 
several Chinese infants who demonstrated early signs 
of puberty have again put a Chinese milk supplier and 
New Zealand dairy giant Fonterra Cooperative Group 
Ltd. on the defensive about their products. The latest 
issue comes two years after the 2008 milk scandal, in 
which at least six children died and 300,000 were 
sickened from milk that contained dangerous levels of 
melamine, an industrial chemical.  
 
China passes Japan 
as second-largest 
economy 
After three decades of 
spectacular growth, 
China passed Japan in 
the second quarter to 
become the world‘s 
second-largest 
economy behind the 
United States, according to government figures 
released recently. The recognition came when Tokyo 
said that Japan‘s economy was valued at about US$ 
1.28 trillion in the second quarter, slightly below 
China‘s US$ 1.33 trillion. Japan‘s economy grew 0.4 % 
in the quarter, Tokyo said, substantially less than 
forecast. That weakness suggests that China‘s 
economy will race past Japan‘s for the full year.  

 
Sourced from: Business Week, Reuters, NY Times,  China Daily, 
Wall Street Journal, Engineering News, The Guardian, Google, 
Bloomberg, Washington post, Huffington post, Abcnews.com,    
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China and Africa 

The latest updates on China‟s involvement on the African continent. 

  
South Africa signs 
police agreement with 
China As part of efforts 
to strengthen bilateral 
relations between South 
Africa and China, South 
African Police Deputy 
Minister Fikile Mbalula 
recently signed a police 
co-operation agreement 

with his Chinese counterpart, Chen Zhimin. In a 
statement the ministries outlined various ways of 
consolidating and exchanging intelligence information on 
drug trafficking, illegal immigration, money laundering, 
arms smuggling and trafficking of women and children.  
 
Nigeria says Brazil and China to finance core 
projects The governments of Brazil and China have 
agreed to finance some core projects in Nigeria, Vice 
President Namadi Sambo has said. Sambo made this 
known recently in Abuja while addressing a meeting on 
‗Funding Priority Infrastructure‘. He stated that the 
Brazilian government had indicated its interest to invest 
in the country‘s power sector, especially the Mambilla 
Power Project, while China said it would invest in the 
nation‘s rail system. He expressed the determination of 
the government to address the problem of funding of 
development projects in the country. The Vice President 
noted that most of the problems militating against 
infrastructural development and service delivery were 
due to inadequate project monitoring.  
 

Ecobank signs pact with 
Bank of China Ecobank 
Ghana recently signed a 
partnership agreement with 
the Bank of China (BOC) to 
facilitate international trade 
projects, and investment 
between Africa and Asia. 
Speaking at the signing 

ceremony in Accra, a BOC spokesperson said the pact 
would allow the Bank of China to cater more pointedly to 
their clients in Africa using Ecobank platform, while it also 
enables Ecobank to grow its China business. The 
initiative, according to Mr. Essien, would be extended 
across all Ecobank outlets in the sub-region and beyond, 
as well as other subsidiaries.  
 
Petro China to retool new plant to avoid Sudan oil 
PetroChina will accelerate an upgrade to a new Southern 
China refinery so that it can avoid processing oil from 
Sudan, after Washington said the firm's New York-listed 
unit should stay clear of Sudanese oil, Reuters reported  

in early July that the U.S. government had told 
PetroChina, Asia's largest oil and gas producer, not to 
process crude Sudanese crude at the company's the new 
plant, despite the fact that CNPC, parent of PetroChina, 
is the largest foreign oil producer in the African state.  
 
Cooperation tops visit 
of Defence minister to 
China  
Issues related to 
strengthening of bilateral 
cooperation in defence 
sector between Angola 
and China were 
analysed during the visit 
paid by Angolan Defence minister, Cândido Pereira dos 
Santos Van-Dúnem, to the Asian country on July 18-27. 
The main point of this visit was the official talks both 
Angolan and Chinese delegations had, led by minister 
Cândido Pereira Van-Dúnem, for Angola, and his 
Chinese counterpart, Liang Guanglie. Speaking in the 
beginning of the conversations, Angolan government 
official stressed the importance of friendship and 
cooperation between both countries, mentioning that 
these relations are traditional and date back from the 
independence struggle against Portuguese colonialism.  
 
Chinese group 
Qinghua wants to mine 
for coal in Niassa, 
Mozambique  The 
chairman of Chinese 
group Qinghua said in 
Maputo that within two 
months it would send a 
team of technicians to the district of Lago, in the 
Mozambican province of Niassa, northern Mozambique 
to assess the coal reserves in the region, Mozambican 
newspaper Notícias reported Friday. Huo Qinghua, 
chairman of one of China‘s biggest coal companies, with 
headquarters in Inner Mongolia said, after a visit to 
Niassa, that he was interested in investing in coal mining. 
The chairman of the group said that before starting any 
kind of coal mining the company would build a railroad 
linking Cuamba and Lago and roads for heavy goods 
vehicles.  
 
China unveils proposals for agricultural cooperation 
with Africa Chinese Vice Premier Hui Liangyu Thursday 
put forward proposals to step up agricultural cooperation 
with Africa. Addressing the closing ceremony of a China-
Africa agriculture forum, Hui proposed enhanced 
exchanges among agricultural departments, improved 
Sino-African agricultural cooperation mechanisms, and 
high-profile talks to set out the methods, key areas and  
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plans for cooperation. He called for strengthened 
agricultural technological cooperation, an expansion of 
trade in primary products and more cooperation among 
agricultural enterprises. 
 

Zambia secures loan for 
mobile hospitals China 
on Monday gave Zambia 
a US$53-million loan to 
build mobile hospitals to 
serve rural communities, 
following a visit by a top 
Chinese official. Dai 

Bingguo, a member of China's State Council, or cabinet, 
also said China would provide US$4.4-million to existing 
projects, including a new stadium, housing for civil 
servants and new government complex. "China will 
continue to provide assistance to Zambia and we shall 
give a grant of 30 million yuan to be used to the already 
agreed projects and 361 million yuan concessional loan 
for mobile hospitals," Dai Bingguo said.  
 
Chinese construction company's localization 
strategy pays off in Nigeria One of China's construction 
giants had established itself as a top international brand 
in Nigeria after 30 years of localization efforts, a senior 
executive told Xinhua Wednesday. The China Civil 
Engineering Construction Corporation (CCECC) Nigeria 
Limited had employed more than 20,000 local workers in 
70 projects, mainly road, bridge and railway projects. 
Local employment had made a great contribution to the 
company's rapid development in Africa's most populous 
country, said Shi Hongbing, its deputy general manager. 
Employing the locals not only created jobs in Nigeria but 
also reduced the labour costs for CCECC, Shi said.  
 

Zuma to charm China 
South Africa will push for 
expansion of both trade 
and direct investment 
when President Jacob 
Zuma visits China later 
this month in one of the 
legs of a worldwide tour 
to expand ties with the 

world's biggest economies. Zuma, who is currently in 
Russia, is on a diplomatic blitz of the four biggest 
emerging markets, also known as BRIC - Brazil, Russia, 
India and China. South Africa is clamouring to become 
the fifth member of the grouping.  
 
China‟s centre for agricultural research in 
Mozambique ready in October China‘s Centre for 
Agricultural Research and Technology Transfer in 
Mozambique, located in the district of Boane, Maputo 
province is expected to be finished in October, the 
Mozambican minister for Science and Technology, 
Venâncio Massingue, said in Maputo Thursday. The 
Centre, the first of ten similar facilities to be built in Africa, 
as part of China-Africa cooperation, will train  

Mozambican producers in agricultural technologies and 
in an initial phase will work on research into grains and 
vegetables. At a later stage it will provide training for 
animal researchers.  
 
Mugabe thanks China 
for steadfast support 
Zimbabwe's President 
Robert Mugabe 
Wednesday thanked 
China for its steadfast 
support as he visited the 
World Expo in Shanghai 
and called for help in 
reviving his country's 
shattered economy. Mugabe expressed his deep 
gratitude to Beijing and called for deeper cooperation, at 
a time when his country is struggling with a decade of 
acute food shortages. "China has always stood by 
Zimbabwe," Mugabe said as he presided over Zimbabwe 
Day at the Expo. China is not a party to international 
sanctions on Mugabe, who is the subject of a Western 
travel ban and asset freeze.  
 
China granted aid to 120 countries in 60 years This 
year marks the 60th anniversary of the launch of foreign 
aid by the People's Republic of China.  In the framework 
of the South-South cooperation, China has provided its 
financial and technical assistance to other developing 
countries to enhance their self-development ability, 
intensify bilateral friendly and cooperative relationships, 
promote South-South cooperation and make 
contributions to the common development of human 
society, according to China News Services recently.  
 
Rio Tinto profits soar 
125% thanks to China's 
building boom China's 
economic resurgence has 
helped the mining 
industry achieve record 
profits and highlighted the 
gulf with the fragile 
recovery now taking place in Europe and the US. Rio 
Tinto today reported a 125% increase in profits for the 
first six months of the year, mainly because of surging 
demand for iron ore from China. Profits at Ukrainian iron 
ore producer Ferrexpo also soared by 257%. 
 
China and DBSA to fund US$ 430 million Zambia 
power project A Chinese bank and the Development 
Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA) will lend state-owned 
power utility Zesco Ltd US$ 430 million to raise the 
capacity of a hydropower station by 360 MW. Zambia, 
Africa's top copper producer, will need to raise its power 
generation capacity to ensure sufficient supply as 
demand is expected to rise on the back of new 
investments in mining and other sectors. Energy Minister 
Kenneth Konga said funds from the Export and Import 
bank of China (EXIM) and DBSA would pay for the 
extension of the Kariba North Bank power station,  
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located more than 130 km south of Lusaka, which is to 
be completed by 2012. 
 

African immigrants 
gravitating to China 
China's emergence as a 
global economic 
superpower has, perhaps 
inevitably, made it a 
desired destination for 
immigrants from Third 
World countries, 
particularly Africa. While 

the number of arrivals remain minuscule relative to 
China's billion-plus native population, perhaps this trickle 
of foreign newcomers represents a shift in global 
economic migratory patterns. While Chinese officials 
claim there are currently about 20,000 Africans in the 
country, media reports indicate the true number is much 
higher, perhaps 200,000 or even more.  
 
Chinese aid to Africa can be force for good One side 
contends that China is a rapacious neocolonial 
oppressor, while the other sees its involvement as a 
miraculous alternative to decades of failed western aid. 
To a large extent, however, realities in Africa have 
rendered this debate academic: China already has 
become an indisputably significant force in the 
continent‘s development, with substantially increased 
commitments and engagements just in the past few 
years. Pragmatism argues for moving the discussion 
ahead to how China‘s involvement can yield the greatest 
benefit for Africa, China and the rest of the world.  
 

Kenya Vice President 
winds up China trip Vice 
President Kalonzo of 
Kenya recently wound up 
his tour of China by 
visiting various industrial 
concerns involved in 
agricultural equipment 
manufacturing, as well as 

agro-processing, in Shandong Province South East of 
China. Speaking after an extensive tour of the Foton 
Lovol Heavy Industry Limited, the VP expressed joy that 
the directors had agreed to visit Kenya and consider the 
possibility of setting up a farm machinery manufacturing 
plant.  
 
South African president sends condolences to China 
over mudslide deaths South African President Jacob 
Zuma on Monday joined the International community in 
extending heartfelt condolences of the government and 
people of South Africa to Chinese President Hu Jintao, 
the government and people of China following the heavy 
mudslide in that country. The South African Department 
of International Relations and Cooperation said in a 
statement that this followed reports of 1248 people being 
killed and other 600 people reported missing in China' s  

 
Gansu Province, following heavy mudslide in the town of 
Zhouqu.  
 
China opens research 
centre for Sino-African 
Economic Cooperation 
China recently opened a 
research centre 
dedicated to the studies 
of Sino-African 
economic and trade 
cooperation, an official 
with the country's 
Ministry of Commerce 
(MOC) said. The China-Africa Research Centre was set 
up by the Chinese Academy of International Trade and 
Economic Cooperation, an institute under the MOC. The 
centre aims to provide a theoretical basis for the Chinese 
government's Africa-related decision makings. It will also 
provide consultation services for companies with plans to 
expand their businesses to Africa.  
 
Zambia and Chinese firms to build US$1.5 billion 
power plant Zambia, Africa's largest copper producer, 
signed an agreement recently with two Chinese 
companies to build a 600 megawatt plant It is expected 
to cost US$1.5 billion. Finance Minister Situmbeko 
Musokotwane said the construction of the Kafue Gorge 
Lower power project in southern Zambia will start around 
next year, with initial financing of US$ 1 billion expected 
to come from the Chinese. Regular power outages, partly 
due to ageing equipment, in the southern African country, 
which has had no major investments to raise power 
generation capacity for decades, has previously forced it 
to import power from the Democratic Republic of Congo 
to keep the mines running.  
 
South Africa suspends 
wool and mohair exports 
to China South Africa 
recently halted raw wool 
and mohair exports to 
China because it couldn't 
guarantee they were from 
areas free of Rift Valley 
fever, the Cape Wools 
sheep - farmers 
association said, citing a government statement. The 
Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries will no 
longer issue certificates clearing shipments for Rift Valley 
fever, a livestock disease that can infect humans, Cape 
Wools said. It's become "ethically impossible" to certify 
that the wool is from areas free of the disease, the 
association said.  

 
Sourced from: Iol,  All Africa.com; BBC, Bloomberg; Engineering News; 
China Daily; Google; Wall Street Journal, Lusaka Times, Zambia Post; 
Timeslive; CRI.net; Reuters; Business Week; FT.com; Afrik.com; 
Xinhuanet; 
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The China Forum - Recent Events  

CCS visits to Asia in August 
Prof. Scarlett Cornelissen, Interim Director of the Centre for Chinese Studies, and 
Mr Matthew McDonald, a research analyst at the CCS, undertook separate, 
extended research visits to East Asia during the month of August.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dr. Hu Mei China Forum – 5 August 2010 
Recently Dr Hu Mei, from Zheijiang Normal University and visiting scholar at the 
Centre for Chinese Studies (CCS) presented a CCS China Forum seminar at 
Stellenbosch University. Her topic of discussion focused on Sino – South African 
cooperation in development assistance to Africa..  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CNBC Africa interview with Sanne Mars – 17 August 2010 
On 17 August 2010, CNBC Africa‘s Talia Sanhewe interviewed senior analyst of 
the Centre for Chinese Studies, Ms Sanne van der Lugt. The interview centred on 
doing business with China and the myths surrounding it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Zheijiang Normal University visits the CCS – 17 August 2010 
Recently a delegation from Zheijiang Normal University including Wu Fengmin, the 
President of Zhejiang Normal University, visited the Centre for Chinese Studies 
and various departments at the Stellenbosch University. During the visit, an 
agreement was signed between the two universities which will create a framework 
for joint research, student mobility and the participation of international students in 
SU short programmes. 
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Dr. Hu Mei. Photo: CCS 

CCS Analyst, Sanne van der Lugt and 
CNBC Africa. Photo: CCS 

Prof. Wu Fengmin of Zheijiang 
University and Prof Arnold van Zyl of 
Stellenbosch University with the 
agreement. Photo: CCS 
 

(L-R) Prof. Scarlett Cornelissen, 
Matthew McDonald  
Photo: CCS 
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The China Forum - Recent Events  
 
 
Hangzhou Municipality visits the CCS – 18 August 2010 
Hangzhou Municipal People‘s Association recently visited the Centre for Chinese 
Studies in which a presentation on the CCS was presented to members of the 
Association. The Hangzhou Association, including Mr. Yu Rongren, Chairman of 
the Association was recently hosted by the City of Cape Town. The visit was 
based on discussions of education, culture and the possibility of establishing 
relations between the city of Cape Town and the city of Hangzhou. 
 
 
 
 
CNIE visit to the CCS – 18 August 2010 
The China NGO Network for International Exchange (CNIE) recently visited the 
Centre for Chinese Studies. The CNIE delegation met CCS staff to discuss ways 
of creating  future cooperation and relations between the two organisations. 
 
CNIE workshop – 19 August 2010 
On 19 August 2010 the Chinese NGO Network for International Exchanges (CNIE) 
and FAHAMU – the network for social justice, jointly hosted a seminar in Cape 
Town in which the Centre for Chinese Studies took part. Matters of discussion 
centred on: environment and public health, development with a stress on women 
and poverty eradication, Sino-African relations and Sino-SA relations.  
 
 
 
Sanne van der Lugt interview with ETV News – 19 August 2010 
Recently Ms Sanne van der Lugt, senior analyst at the Centre for Chinese Studies 
was interviewed on ETV News – a South African news broadcaster. The interview 
focused primarily on the recent state visit of South African President Jacob Zuma 
to China. 
 
 
 
 
 
Dr. Stephen Burgess interview – 20 August 2010 
On 20 August 2010, Sanne van der Lugt, senior analyst at the Centre for Chinese 
Studies (CCS) was interviewed by Dr. Stephen Burgess of the University of 
Victoria , Australia.  
 
 
Chinese Ambassador Shu Zan visit and China Forum – 20 August 2010 
Recently the Chinese Ambassador to France, Shu Zan, visited the Centre for 
Chinese Studies. The Ambassador also presented a roundtable discussion on the 
topic of ―Normal South Africans' attitudes towards Sino-Africa cooperation.‖ The 
roundtable was attended by students and faculty members of Stellenbosch 
University. 
 
 
 
 
 
CCS interviewed by Beijing Youth Daily – 28 August 2010 
On 28

th
 August, 2010, Interim Director of the CCS, Prof. Scarlett Cornelissen was 

interviewed by China‘s Beijing Youth Daily newspaper about the current South 
African diplomatic delegation led by President Jacob Zuma visiting the PRC. The 
article was published on 28

th
 Auhust in Beijing. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Representatives from CNIE with CCS 
Analyst Sanne Mars van der Lugt 
Photo : CCS  

 

 
Ambassador Shu 
Photo : CCS  
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The Hangzhou delegation were met by 
CCS representative, Elizabeth 
Schickerling (Right) Photo : CCS  
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